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A Cradle of Russian Civilization:  Lord Novgorod the Great,  
by Gerald J. Gallagher 
 
 
While civilizations such as prehistoric Britain and 
France, and those of Native Americans are 
remembered through their artifacts and monuments, 
the early history of Russia is viewed principally in its 
manuscripts and linguistics.  No inscriptions are 
extant in the Proto-Slavic language derived from 
Indo-European, but early Russian is documented by 
texts in Glagolitic (from “Glagol” = word), an 
alphabet developed from cursive Greek by the 
linguists Cyril and Mehodius (Fig #1).   
 
While Cyrillic is the well-known adjective for 
contemporary Russian region orthography, 
Glagolithic was the older literary script than the more 
familiar forms of Slavonic.  Due to its scribal 
complexity Glagolithic passed from usage by the 13th 
century CE, except on islands now part of Croatia 
(Fig #2) and in early Bosnian printing (Fig #3). 
 

 
Fig #1; Glagolitic Alphabet

 

     
Fig #2, Croatia, Old Slavonic    Fig #3; Bosnia & Herzagovina        Flag of Novgorod Oblast                 Coat of Arms 
Academy, Krk          400th Ann. first printed book,                   Novgorod Oblast 
Scott #502, Oct 3, 2002         Scott # 245, Feb 21, 2011 
 
 

(Cont’d. on page 3) 
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From the Editor: 
 
What did you do on your summer vacation?  I ventured to 
Philadelphia to view the exhibit on The Mummies at the 
Franklin Institute.   I found it quite interesting how many 
natural causes there are for mummification.  Those castle 
basement crypts are damp!  The girl found on a mountain in 
Peru, known as The Ice Maiden, was there.  Each “exhibit” 
also had the tale of its discovery, when and where, along with 
any information found about it since.   
 
So where were the most mummies from?  Europe!  Found in 
various castle crypts.  Military uniforms were re-made to 
match what they were originally found wearing the remnants 
of.  Whole families were mummified quite naturally, without 
all that natron the Egyptians used. 
 
Do you ever notice those signs along the local highways “This 
Road Adopted by . . . “ and the name of a company who 
supposedly is responsible for the upkeep, snow removal, trash 
removal, etc. of that particular strip of roadway?  The 
American Institute of Archaeology has taken that idea to new 
heights (or lows) with a Save a Site program.  In 8 months the 
program went from 8 sites to 14, so it seems to be doing quite 
well.   
 
Sometimes I feel like contacting them and telling them; “I 
already gave a nickel to save Abu Simbel!”  Well; I DID!  I 
was 9 years old at the time and the nickel meant I walked the 
19-and a half blocks home from school one day.  Bus pass 
would be free if I lived 20 blocks from the school.  Yeah, I’ve 
been commuting more years than I can count.   
 
I found myself at those very monuments one day and ventured 
over to ask a guide just what my nickel accomplished.  Before 
I knew it there were half a dozen guides discussing it, and 
more joined the group.  A consensus was reached; “Your 
nickel went to buy a liter of water for one of the workers who 
moved the stones.”  Imagine!  $64,000,000.00 and they knew 
exactly where my 5c went! 
 
Hey everyone, don’t adopt a site, let your children or 
grandchildren do it.  It will be something they can look back 
on with a smile.  No matter how insignificant the amount. 
 
Enclosed is the annual renewal notice and questionnaire.  I am 
also looking at a slight re-design of the journal, changing the 
typefaces presently being used.  I am looking for something 
that will be easy to read and also save space.  Now you know 
my plans at Christmastime.   

Happy Holidays! 
Caroline 

  



A Cradle of Russian Civilization:  Lord Novgorod the Great,  
by Gerald J. Gallagher 
 
The alphabet of Old Church Slavonic (Fig #4) was a 
simplified method of writing the Slavic tongues of 
the 9-10th Centuries whose pronunciations were 
based on those of the Thessalonica region, home to 
Cyril and Methodius.  Old Church Slavonic is still in 
use as a liturgical language in Orthodox Churches of 
Russia and the Balkans (Fig #5).  The first flowering 
of Old Church Slavonic came in the Primary 
Chronicle, compiled in the late 11th-early 12th 
centuries.  Credit for it’s editing is given to St. Nestor 
(c. 1056-1114), a monk living in Kiev, Ukraine (Fig 
#6).  Still a classic is the most noted work in Old 
Church Slavonic. The Song of Igor’s Host (Figs. #7 
& #8).  Recalling the Chanson de Roland, ‘Igor’ 
recounts an expedition by forces of Kievan Rus 
against the Dumans (aka Polovetsians as in Borodin’s 
opera, Prince Igor), steppe nomads of Turkic 
heritage.  
 

 
Fig #4; Old Church Slavonic developed by St. Cyril 

 

            
Fig #5;  Ukraine, Develop- Fig #6;  Russia, Nestor the    Fig #7; Russia, Igor’s Host epic      Fig #8; Russia, Igor’s Host, 800th      
ment of Cyrillic Alphabet   Chronicler,  Scott #1863,      poem,Scott #1960, May 20,1957     Anniversary of the Russian Epic  
Scott #598, Mar 21, 2005   Sept 22, 1956                                                                                  Poem, Scott #5400, Sept. 14, 1985 
                          

       
Fig #9; Russia, 400th   Fig #10; Russia, Reform of        Fig #11;Russia, Year of Russian 
Anniversary first         orthography under Peter I, 1710   Language in the world, Shown  
printed primer, Scott   Scott #     , May 18, 2010             is Russian House of Science, 
# 4235, Aug 20,’74                                                       Berlin Scott # 7050, Oct 29,2007 

 
‘Igor’ began a tradition of 
exceptional pride in their 
language among Russian related 
speakers.  Among topical issues 
are:  First Printed Primer (Fig #9), 
Orthographic Reforms under 
Peter I (Fig #10), and the Year of 
Russian Language in the World 
(Fig #11), including a youth 
contest to “Draw the Alphabet” 
(Fig #12). 
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A Cradle of Russian Civilization:  Lord Novgorod the Great,  
by Gerald J. Gallagher 
 

 
Fig #12;  Russia, issued to celebrate Year of the Russian 
Language, All Russian Contest “I Draw the Alphabet” Scott 
#7044, Sept 14, 2007 
 

Old Church Slavonic became the standard dialect of 
Kievan Rus, first of Russia’s great principalities, and 
spread with the merchants who maintained the trade 
routes between Tsargrad (Constantinople) and the 
Varangian (Viking/Baltic) city states of northwestern 
Russia.  The Kievan state was shattered in the mid-13th 
century with the conquest of most Russian territory by 
the Mongols under Batu Khan.  The Tater Yoke lasted 
for three centuries under the Golden Horde.  What 
became modern Russian is traced to areas of lesser 
Mongol devastation, the exemplar being Novgorod. 
 

 
Fig #13; Russia, Novrogod 

1,100th anniversary of founding 
Scott # 2229, Aug 21, 1959 

East of the Baltic Republics, Novgorod is first mentioned in 859CE (Fig #13).  The region was populated by West 
Slavs and Scandinavians termed “Varangians” who had extensive waterborne trade with Kievan Rus and the 
Byzantine Empire.  Renowned for skill with the battle axe, the Varangian Guard were the personal troops of the 
Byzantine Emperor. The name Novgorod (New Town in Russian) is thought to derive from Novgardr in Old Norse.   
 

 
Fig #14; Russia 
Novgorod Oblast;  
Scott #    Issued 2011 

 
Archaeologists have uncovered wooden walkways, 
foundations, and musical instruments as the soil is 
heavy with clay set in a high water table.  Excavations 
have shown that the site dates to the 6th century CE with 
“New Town” referring to the settlement built near the 
original earthen fortifications.  Wooden churches dating 
to the 9th and 10th centuries have been reconstructed in a 
historical park at the Vitoslavitski Museum (Fig #14). 
 

 
Fig #15; Russia (self-adhesive) 
Novrogod Kremlin 
Scott #7176, Oct 1, 2009 

 
Dendrochronology dates the wooden paving blocks to the 10th century and confirms the dating of early icons in the 
Cathedral of St. Sophia to 1045-1050.  This consecration to the Holy Wisdom became common is Russia after the 
conversion to Orthodox Christianity ordered by Gbrand Prince Vladimir of Kiev in 988.  Astride the Volkhov 
River, Novgorod had a St. Sophia side and a trading side.  Cultural treasures are concentrated on the Sophia side,  
centered within the Detinets (citadel from 1044), which is a local term for their Kremlin or fortress (Fig #15).   
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A Cradle of Russian Civilization:  
Lord Novgorod the Great,  
by Gerald J. Gallagher 
 
Among the Cathedral’s notable artworks is an 
icon of the Mother of God from the 12th century, 
which was carried before the city’s military forces 
(Fig #16).  The Cathedral features an early form 
of Lykobitsa, the onion dome which has become a 
symbol of Russian architecture.  The design arose 
in the 14th century, Novgorod being among the 
first sites of usage. 
 
Paramount among it’s medieval artifacts are Birch 
Bark Letters (Fig #17a & b), from the 11th through 
the 15th centuries.  Known as “Berestiania 
Gramota” – birch bark writings, the strips and 
sheets have incised lettering made by styluses of 
bone or metal.  Linguists refer to the vernacular of 
these writings as Old Novgorodian Dialect.   
 
 

 
Fig #16; Russia 

 

 
Fig #17a; Russia - actual birch bark letter from stamp 
shown in Fig 17b. , from Wikipedia  
  

     Fig #17b; Belarus Birch Bark Letter, Scott #654a May28 2008. 
     The piece depicted is #292 found in 1957.  Stamp right, label  
     left (from booklet). 

As would be expected of a mercantile town, the 
vocabulary combines Slavic with terms from early 
forms of German and Scandinavian.  Topics include 
legal and personal affairs, with a small percentage begin 
of religious character.  Paper did not become widely 
available until c.1350 so use of the bark continued into 
the early 15th century.  A faint imagte of a bark 
document forms the background of a sheetlet honoring 
Novgorod’s 1150th anniversary (Fig #18). 
 
As a cradle and preserver of Russian language and 
culture, Novgorod has been proclaimed a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site.  The Russian Federation has 
granted a return to its popular name, Great Novgorod 
(the red majascules on the sheetlet).  Beneath its arms of 
a princely throne supported by Russian bears the city’s 
efforts to preserve its heritage recall its medieval 
sobriquet “Gospodin Velikii Novgorod” – Lord 
Novgorod the Great.  (The flag & seal appear on page #1).  

 

 
Fig #18; Russia, 1150th Anniversary of Great Novgorod, 
Scott #7164, Sept 4, 2009 
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The Menhirs of Carnac, 
by Caroline Scannell 
 
The landscape around the French seaside resort of Carnac, on the 
Morbihan coast of southern Brittany has the greatest concentration of 
Neolithic megalithic monuments in Europe.  Many cancels have been 
made to promote the area as a vacation and tourist destination.  As part 
of a set of stamps issued to promote tourism was a stamp depicting 
Carnac. 
 
The Carnac stones had long been the subject of myth, but it was Scottish 
Antiquary James Miln, who made the fist extensive excavations around 
the 1860s.   
 

 
Scott #1130, July 10, 1965 

The area (abt 116 sq miles), is filled with a profusion of long mounds, passage graves and standing stones known as 
menhirs, found singly and in groups, however the archaeological fame of this area comes from the remarkable 
parallel rows of standing megalithic stones that stretch, in some cases, for over half a mile. 
 

 
Postal Card from OWASU website, Cancel reads;  
“Carnac its beaches, its ideal climate, its alignments” 

Some of the earliest megalithic monuments to be 
built at Carnac were the great menhirs and the long 
mounds, which date from before 4000 BC. Carnac’s 
great menhirs were pulled down during the 4th 
millennium BC.  The long. Low Er-Grah mound was 
almost 655 feet long when it was built and originally 
lacked a central stone chamber, but one was added 
later, while St. Michel contained a small stone cist.   
Saint Michel, Carnac’s most impressive mound, is 
still 410 feet long today.  Along with others they 
form a distinctive regional type of monument known 
as “Carnac Mounds”.  Excavations at St Michel, 
which first began 1862, yielded remarkable grave 
goods, including 39 stone axes, several of which 
were made from jadeite, which comes from the Alps.   

 

   
First Day Cover with Special Cancel advertising tourism.   First Day Cover with circular cancel. 
 
Adjacent to the Er-Grah long mound is the Grand Menhir Brise, a huge granite pillar that stood 66 feet high when it 
was upright.  Now toppled, its 4 pieces weigh a total of 356 tonnes, making it the largest standing stone known 
from prehistoric Europe.  On one of the pieces is a carving of an enigmatic object that archaeologists have called 
am ax-plow, though it might represent a whale.  Archaeologists found a number of holes close to the Grand Menhir 
Brise where other large menhirs had stood, though they are now missing. 
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The Menhirs of Carnac    (Cont’d from pg. 6) 
by Caroline Scannell 
 
The crowning achievement of the Carnac 
megalith builders is the row upon row of 
standing stones known as alignments.  These are 
multiple rows of irregularly spaced menhirs, 
each several meters tall, which were erected 
starting just before 3000 BC and ending around 
2500 BC.  Over the years many of the stones 
have disappeared and others have fallen over, 
but the surviving menhirs give a good 
impression of how these monuments would have 
looked to their Neolithic builders.   
 
There are several alignments at Carnac, and 
several more elsewhere in Brittamu, but the 
most important are Le Menec, Kermario and 
Kerlescan.   
 

 
Maximum Card with circular date first day cancel

 

 
Unissued designs for the tourism set that include Carnac 

 
At Le Menec 1050 menhirs stand in ten 
slightly converging rows that stretch for 
about 3/4th of a mile from west to east and 
are 328 feet across at their widest point.  
At Kermario 1029 surviving stones run in 
seven rows for over 0.6 mile.  The 
Kerlescan alignment is shorter, about 
1148 feet but it contains approximately 
300 stones in 13 rows. 
 
 

 
The purpose of the alignments is unknown.  It is believed they were a processional path that lead to stone 
enclosures where rituals were held. 
 
Some of the special cancels used to promote tourism to Carnac are: 

   
Special Cancels translate (from left to right above):    Bagneux its large dolmen;    Saumur, the large dolmen 
Bagneux;     Tregunc its beaches its school of history, it’s megaliths 
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Europa and The Bull 
by Caroline Scannell 
 

 
 

I found the illustrated item in a dealers Dollar Box, 
franked with Scott #1752.  
 
Greek mythology was a very popular topic for mosaics 
in ancient times and Europa and The Bull is among the 
most popular.  It appears on countless Greek vases in 
black and red along with frescoes.  There is even a 
version from Pompeii.   
 
Statues of the same can be found at the University of 
Tennessee, and a modern edifice of the same can be 
found in Strasbourg, France home of the European 
Union, which seems to have adopted it as a symbol of 
some sort.  

When I bought this item I thought ‘contrived, not a real maximum card’.  Imagine my surprise when upon closer 
examination I found it was a real Tarjeta Postal from Merida in Spain and the back actually had demarcation for 
address and message!   The cancel reads 30th April 1973.  Europa stamps all had the same design until 1974 and I 
don’t remember seeing millions of this image so more research was necessary.  Sure enough, a quick search of the 
web revealed that France and  Spain issued different designs that year; and Spain issued a set of two stamps as 
depicted on the maximum card above. 
 
I found that not all Europa stamps followed the prescribed design and in fact there was more variation than I 
originally thought.   
 
According to Greek mythology, the Phoenician princess named ‘Europa’ was one of the many objects of affection 
of Olympian chief god Zeus. At first sight of Europa, the god was infatuated by her striking beauty and grace. Not 
being one to ignore his desires, Zeus immediately came up with a plan. In order to avoid the anger of his jealous 
wife Hera, and to get his way with the girl, Zeus metamorphosed into a beautiful white bull. While the young 
maiden was gathering flowers, she saw the bull, and – fascinated by its handsome flanks and gentle behavior - 
caressed him and got onto his back. Zeus took that opportunity to abduct Europa and swim to the island of Crete. 
He there revealed his true identity, raped and impregnated her. Europa gave birth to Minos, who would become 
king of Crete.      (edited from the New Federalist, by Sarah Dejaegher. 
 
This card can fit nicely into several topics; beside archaeology it fits into mosaics, mythology, and of course Europa 
Similar items were found on Ebay priced from $1.50 to $7.25, not including postage.  Another reason to patronize 
your local stamp show. 
 

Merle’s Musings 
Sphinxes -  While reading about the Cesnola  collection of Cypriot Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, I 
noticed a picture of a Grecian sphinx which looked odd to me.  It bore no resemblance to the more familiar 
Egyptian sphinx.  Checking with wikipedia, I find several pages under the topic of “Sphinx”. I recommend you all 
check the article and pictures out some cold winter evening, as there are no good stamp images to add to this article.   
  
I did not find any representative stamps under Cyprus or Greece in Scott’s, and only #542 looked good to me under 
Egypt.  Not enough for a topical collection.  Basically, the Greek sphinx has a female head, and the Egyptian 
sphinx has a male head. The Greek lady is malevolent, while the male is benevolent. No editorial or marital 
comments will be added here.  They are also seen in the Far East, in India, Burma, Sri Lanka, and Thailand, plus 
other locales. 
  
I hope you all have a pleasant fall, with successful visits to local stamp shows, and plenty of material to process 
during the winter.  We will not be back with you until January, so have a wonderful holiday season. 
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New Digs 
 

 

<<  Austria, issued April 16, 2011 for the Lower Austrian Regional Exhibition 2011 
theme;  Conquering, Discovering & Experiencing in the Roman Province of Carnuntum.  
 
Carnuntum originated as a Roman army camp. Its name first occurs in history during the 
reign of Augustus (6AD), when Tiberius made it his base of operations in the campaigns 
against Maroboduus (Marbod). Significant Romanization occurred when the town was 
selected as the garrison of the Legio XV Apollinaris. A few years later it became the center 
of the Roman fortifications along the Danube from Vindobona (now Vienna) to Brigetio 
(Ó-Szőny). Under Trajan or Hadrian, Carnuntum became the permanent quarters of Legio 
XIV Gemina and the capital of Upper Pannonia. 

 

 
Bosnia & Herzegovina (Croat) issued 2011 
Early Christian Basilica in Cim, no information known. 

 
Peoples Republic of China, Issued: August 2, 2011  
Mainland Scenery #10 Dunhuang Grottoes; Issued by 
Hong Kong per Unicover 
 

 
Peoples Republic of China, Ancient Calligraphy  
Special Souvenir Sheet of 8 Stamps in Folder,  
no further information known.    
 

 
Egypt, Issued  2011,  Alexandria Tourism 
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Gambia, Machu Picchu, sheet of 4 stamps, 
Issued 2011, no further information known. 
Gambia is not registered with the UPU WNS 
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New Digs 

           
Germany, issued 2011 No further  Greece, Ancient Ships S/S Issued April 18, 2011,  
information known,  Germany is not information about these ships appeared in the July issue. 
registered with the UPU WNS 
 

     
Iraq, issued 2011, this one from Kent list 2388, Not listed with the UPU WNS, listing goes to 2010 no information. 
 

 
Jersey, Issued  2011,  Archaeology II Ancient Coins,  
 

          
Korea, World Heritage Sites, Issued June 30, 2011 Sheet is available from Bombay Stamps price $3.36 
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New Digs 

    
Korea, Ancient Ships, Issued April 15, 2011,          Kosovo, issued  2011, Ancient Ulpiana  
joint with Portugal  (Portugal shown on next page) 
 

   

<<  Lithuania,  
The Stone of Puntukas, 
souvenir sheet (stamp 
enlarged),  
Issued Augsut 20, 2011 
 
Subject Nature Heritage 
objetcs of Lithuania - The 
Stone of Puntukas 

 

 
Malaysia, Issued April 11, 2011, Artifacts of National Heritage - Statue of Avolokitesvara, Gold Coins & Jewelry 
 

 

 
 
<<<Micronesia, Terra Cotta Warriors, Scott #911 
no issue date given 
 
Illustration courtesy Bombay Stamps.  Micronesia is not registered with 
UPU WNS. 
 
 
 

(More New Digs on next page)
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New Digs 

        
Mozambique, 2011?,UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Africa, Sheetlet 6 Different and s/s of one. 

        
Mozambique, 2011?, UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Asia, Sheetlet 6 Different and s/s of one. 
 

 

   
Mozambique, Issued April 30, 2011, Evolution of Man: 
Australopithecus africanus, Homo habilis, Itomo antecessor and Homo 
Heidelbergensis with mammoth.

    

 
 
<< Portugal Date of Issue 15 April 2011  (UPU) 
joint issue with Korea, ships from the Days of 
Discovery. 
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New Digs 

       
Mozambique, 2011?, Evolution of Man:                 Peru, Issued 2011 for the centenary of 

        Australopithecus africanus and afarensis with         re-discovery of Machu Picchu 
saber-toothed tiger.                                                  No further information available at this 
Mozambique has not registered any stamps            time.  Not yet registered with the UPU 

        with the UPU since October 2005 
 

    
Sri Lanka, Issued 2011, World Indigenous People’s        Tadzhikistan, issued  2011, Ancient Coins Souvenir Sheet 
Day s/s.     Illustration courtesy Herrick Stamps.      
 
 

New Digs Update 
 
From July issue 

    
Georgia, Alphabet issued  David Gareji Monastery  
Oct 15, 2010, Scott #472. Complex Oct 15, 2010, #471. 
 
 

Editor’s Note:  It is time to thank the dealers 
who have allowed me to freely lift stamp images 
from their sites.  Please patronize these dealers 
whenever possible, both do business through the 
internet and mail; 
Bombay Philatelic Inc., P O Box 301, Wake 
Forest, NC 27588 & Herrick Stamps (they 
advertise regularly in Linns) 
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More New Digs 
 

    
 

The stamp shows a detail of the Maritime Theatre 
of Hadrian’s Villa, a circular building featuring a 
portico with its Ionic columns reflected in the 
waters of a canal surrounding an artificial island on 
which is a miniature domus, used by the Emperor 
Hadrian as a retreat; in the background are the 
remains of the Greek Library. 
 
The special cancel for the first day covers is 
illustrated at left. 

Tivoli is a town in central Italy, in Lazio Region, on a slope of the Sabine Mountains near Rome, a favorite summer 
residence of wealthy Romans from the 4th century BC. Among the notable sights are the imposing ruins of the 
magnificent villa constructed for the Roman emperor Hadrian. 
 
Hadrian spent twelve years traveling through almost all the provinces of the empire from Britain to Morocco, from 
Greece to Egypt and in the design of his residence he introduced elements that reminded him of the great 
monuments he had seen in his journeys.  The Villa Adriana is a complex of classical buildings created in the 2nd 
century AD by the Roman emperor Hadrian combining the best elements of the architectural heritage of Egypt, 
Greece and Rome in the form of an 'ideal city'. 
 
Hadrian was said to dislike the palace on the Palatine Hill in Rome, which lead to the construction of the retreat. 
During the later years of his reign, he actually governed the empire from the villa and a large court lived there 
permanently. The postal service kept it in contact with Rome 18 miles away. 
 
Villa Adriana (as the residence is called today) was abandoned after the death of Hadrian. Its existence was already 
forgotten when the Roman Empire was still alive.  The villa was sacked and plundered by successive barbarian 
invaders and fell into neglect, being used as a quarry by builders and lime-burners for more than a thousand years.    
 
In the XVth century Villa Adriana was rediscovered  and interest in the ruins was rekindled in the 15th century by 
Pope Pius II (Aeneas Silvius) and since then it has attracted and inspired artists and architects.  Excavations to 
recover its glories were ordered by Alexander VI at the beginning of the 16th century.  
 
When Cardinal Ippolito II d'Este began to construct his nearby Villa d'Este he continued the excavations, 
supervised by his architect Pirro Ligorio, to obtain works of art to adorn it. 
 

Archaeology Today 
Neanderthal Survival Story Revealed in Jersey Caves 
New investigations at an iconic cave site on the Channel Island of Jersey have 
led archaeologists to believe the Neanderthals have been widely under-
estimated. The site at La Cotte de St Brelade reveals a near-continuous use of 
the cave site spanning over a quarter of a million years, suggesting a 
considerable success story in adapting to a changing climate and landscape, 
prior to the arrival of Homo sapiens. 
   "Archaeologists have developed new ways of looking at stone tools since La 
Cotte de St Brelade was excavated in the 1970s,” says Dr. Beccy Scott from 
the Ancient Human Occupation of Britain project. "We have been using these 
techniques to look at how Neanderthals were making and using the tools they 

 

 
Jersey Scott#1476 Oct 12,2010 

left at La Cotte." Over 250,000 carefully manufactured stone tools show just how technologically skilled early 
Neanderthal groups were. "The artifacts from the site don't just tell us about what people were doing at the site 
itself, but throughout the landscapes that are now underneath the channel," continues Dr Scott. 
     Neanderthals were traveling to Jersey already equipped with good quality flint tools, then reworking them, very,  

(cont’d on pg 15) 
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Archaeology Today 
Neanderthal Survival Story Revealed in Jersey 
Caves (cont’d from pg 14) 
very carefully so as not to waste anything. They were 
extremely good at recycling.  La Cotte's collapsed cave 
system contains intact ice age sediments spanning a 
quarter of a million years, revealing a detailed sequence 
of Neanderthal occupation and occasional 
abandonment, against a background of changing 
climate. "The site is the most exceptional long-term 
record of Neanderthal behavior in North West Europe," 
says Dr Matt Pope from the Institute of Archaeology at 
University College London. "At La Cotte, we get to see 
far more than a glimpse of their behavior, we get to see 
generation upon generation of Neanderthals returning to 
the same place under lots of different environmental 
conditions." 
     Jersey at this time was linked to mainland Europe 
and La Cotte would have been a sheltered cave, 
allowing occupation. Neanderthals abandoned the site 
during the coldest, glacial phases, when much of Britain 
was frozen. Understanding how they reacted to the 
onset of these cold periods will allow archaeologists a 
greater insight into the limits of Neanderthal tolerances. 
     "We are also starting to look beyond the site and into 
the waters of the bay with the purpose of attempting to 
find new sites preserved on the sea bed," says Dr Martin 
Bates from the University of Wales, Trinity St Davids. 
"We know from work around the Cotentin (peninsula in 
Normandy) that such sites exist and if we were lucky 
enough to find similar sites around Jersey, it would add 
significantly to our understanding of the Neanderthals 
and their landscape." 
Edited from BBC News (30 August 2011) 
 
The Best Preserved Painting Found at 
Catalhoyuk 
A team of archaeologists excavating a 9,000-year-old 
Neolithic village at Catalhoyuk (Turkey) recently found 
a painting on a wall with deep reds and reddish oranges 
thought to be made with red ochre and cinnabar. British 
archaeologist Ian Hodder, called the discovery 'very 
exciting' and 'particularly intriguing'. "The pattern 
initially didn't look like very much: We often find just 
specks of paint or a wall of all-red paint, but this time it 
gradually emerged that this was a complete painting, 
and the best preserved painting that I've ever seen at 
Catalhoyuk, with wonderfully fresh, bright colors and 
very neat lines. It is by far the most intricate and 
elaborate painting we have found during our 
excavations here since the mid-90s," he said. 
    Stone Age paintings don't come with labels 
explaining what they are. "The paintings at Catal are  
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very enigmatic and full of ambiguity and difficult to 
read,"  Dr.  Hodder  commented,   "But   the  two  main 
contenders for what this new discovery might show are 
that it's simply a geometric design whose meaning is 
not clear.  An alternative is that it's not just a geometric 
design, but that it is a representation of bricks, some 
sort of structure, maybe an early blueprint of some 
sort."  Houses were "a very important symbol socially 
and a focus of life at Catal," he added. "Maybe they 
were trying to draw the relationship between them and 
the house but it's not easy to make sense of it. We have 
to do more work on it." 
     Another find this summer was a row of 11 
handprints inside a house and above a burial platform. 
Still another was the discovery of a young calf's head 
that had been painted red and installed in a house, above 
a platform that covered nine burials. "One sort of 
pattern that we noticed is that the paintings seem to be 
concentrated around burial platforms," Dr. Hodder said. 
"We don't really understand what that relationship is. Is 
it a way to communicate with the dead? Another idea 
would be that the paintings are there to protect people 
from the dead, or to protect the dead from people." 
     "We are trying to understand why they chose this 
spot to live. We look at what we call their art," said 
Shahina Farid, the project's field director from 
University College London, "Why were they so 
interested in bulls? Why were they using certain 
geometric designs? What were daily activities and what 
were ritual activities? We try to define this," she said. 
"Are we looking at the beginnings of religion? And 
what is all this symbolism telling us about the 
beginnings of civilization?" 
     An international team of people from 22 countries 
worked on the site this year, led by experts based at 
Stanford University in California and University 
College London in Britain. The area was first excavated 
in the 1960s by another Briton, James Mellaart, now 85, 
who established that it had been home to an advanced 
culture of people transitioning from a nomadic hunter-
gatherer lifestyle to a more settled farming life. "We've 
only excavated 4 percent of Catal," Dr. Hodder said. 
"What we've done is like digging a very small part of 
New York and then inferring from that what life was 
like." Edited from The New York Times, September 7, 2011 
 
Horses and Chariots Found in a Chinese Tomb 
The perfectly preserved remains of five chariots and 12 
horses believed to be at least 3,000 years old  have been 
found in the Chinese city of Luoyang. The remains have 
remained undisturbed since the early Western Zhou 
dynasty (1046-771 BCE).    Archaeologists  believe  the  
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Archaeology Today 
Horses and Chariots Found in a Chinese Tomb 
(cont’d) 
12 horses lying side by side show the animals were 
slaughtered before burial, not buried alive. As well as 
the horses and five chariots, bronzes and ceramics have 
escaped the clutches of grave robbers. 
     Archaeologists are convinced that the perfectly 
preserved tomb belongs to an official or a scholar of 
standing, given the pottery, metal weaponry and 
inscriptions. The tomb, a vertical earthen pit, has 
excited historians since it was discovered during the 
construction of a hospital. It gives an unprecedented 
insight into the funeral customs in the early Western 
Zhou dynasty. 
Edited from Metro.co.uk   September 1, 2011 
 
Prehistoric Interbreeding May Have Improved 
Our Immune System 
A team led by Stanford University School of Medicine 
in California, USA, has recently carried out a study 
which suggests that some inter breeding amongst our 
prehistoric ancestors may have lead to improvements in 
our immune system. Their studies were based on an 
immune system class 1 gene known as HLA (human 
leucocyte antigen) and a particular variant called HLA-
B*73, which is found in modern humans. 
     To understand the significance of their findings we 
must first look at ancient migration patterns. Between 
130,000 and 30,000 years ago Eurasia was occupied by 
Neanderthals and a lesser known species, the 
Danisovians (the first remains of which were only 
recently discovered in 2008 in Siberia). Analysis of 
their remains shows that they had the HLA immune 
gene in question. Then, approximately 65,000 years 
ago, the ancestors of modern Europeans migrated north, 
out of Africa and into Eurasia. 
     The gene was not present in the immigrants, as can 
be attested to by analysis of the remains of those who 
stayed behind. So a conclusion can quickly be drawn 
that modern Europeans obtained their immune gene by 
inter breeding with the then native population of 
Neanderthals. In fact, Europeans have gained nearly 
50% of their HLA genes from this inter breeding. 
     The data obtained is quite raw and further research 
will be needed before any definitive conclusions can be 
reached. An early sceptic of the findings is John Hawks, 
assistant professor of anthropology at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, USA, who is quoted as saying "It 
is difficult to align ancient genes in this part of the 
genome. Also, we don't know what the value of these 
genes really was, although we can hypothesise that they 
are related to the disease environment in some way". 
Edited from Popular Archaeology (Aug, 25 2011) BBC News 
(Aug, 26, 2011) Discover Magazine (Aug 27, 2011) 

Doubt Cast on Theory of European Origins 
It had long been thought that an influx of farmers from 
Western Asia, approximately 5,000 to 10,000 years ago, 
rapidly displaced and replaced the incumbent Stone Age 
hunters. But recent research has both backed this theory 
and disproved it. 
     The first set of research centered on the male Y 
chromosome, which gets passed down from father to 
son with very little change. This allows scientists to 
trace back into geographical origins with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy. The Y chromosome researched was 
a type known as R-M269. This was chosen as it is 
shared by more than 100 million current European 
males and it was thought that this was a large enough 
genetic group to give a good understanding. The 
research had been carried out by a team from Leicester 
University, England. One of the markers they used was 
that of genetic diversity, the principle being that the 
older the lineage, the greater the diversity. 
     The result of their research was consistent with an 
expansion of the population from the west, between 
5,000 and 10,000 years ago. But these results have 
already been challenged by a team from Oxford 
University, who suggest that there was no geographical 
trend in the diversity, which would be expected if there 
had been such an influx from Western Asia. They 
further suggest that current analytical tools are not 
sufficient to unlock the secrets of R-M269. So where 
does that leave us? Well, in simple terms no further 
forward or, as Dr Capelli of the Oxford University team 
is quoted as saying "I would say that we are putting the 
ball back in the middle of the field". 
Edited from BBC News (23 August 2011) 
 
Two Rare Archaeological Artifacts Found in 
Jerusalem Dig 
Israel's Antiquities Authority announced early August 
that a rare Roman sword in its leather scabbard which 
belonged to a Roman soldier and an engraving of a 
Menorah on a piece of stone dating from 66CE were 
found in recent days in the 2000 year old drainage 
system in Jerusalem which ran between the City of 
David and the Jerusalem Archaeological Garden. 
    Professor Ronny Reich told CNN that the sword 
probably belonged to a Roman infantryman stationed in 
Jerusalem during the Great Revolt (66CE). At the time 
there were four Roman legions stationed in the area. 
This is the third Roman sword found in Jerusalem; but 
what distinguishes this find is the fine state of 
preservation of the sword: it is about 24 inches in 
length, was found in a leather scabbard and some of the 
decoration on the sword was preserved. 
   The stone artifact with an etching of the Menorah, 
probably  done  by  a  sharp  nail,  was  found in the soil 
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Archaeology Today 
Two Rare Archaeological Artifacts Found in 
Jerusalem Dig  (cont’d) 
near the drainage channel.  The importance of the 
etching is the depiction of the base of the Menorah, 
which clarifies what the original base of the Menorah 
looked like: a quadrapod resting on a frame that was on 
the floor.  The proximity of the find to the Temple 
Mount is also important and the researchers of the dig 
Eli Shukron from the Israel Antiquities Authority and 
Reich believe a passerby who saw the Menorah with his 
own eyes drew his impression of it on a stone.  The 
Menorah was one of the holy objects inside the Temple. 
    The dig has uncovered so far half of the old drainage 
channel, which is around 600 meters (yards). In earlier 
digs the archaeologists found traces of people who lived 
in the drainage channels hiding from the Romans during 
the time of the Second Temple's destruction. The 
drainage channels were also used by people to flee the 
besieged city.  The find comes on the eve of Tisha B'Av 
which is a fast day in Judaism which commemorates the 
destruction of the First Temple and Second Temple in 
Jerusalem. 
By Michal Zippori, CNN,  August 9, 2011 
 
Significant Finds at Bronze Age Site in Cyprus 
Results have recently been released of excavations 
which were carried out earlier this year at the site of a 
Late Bronze Age harbor near Larnaca, in Cyprus. The 
head of the team was Professor Peter M Fischer of the 
University of Gothenburg, in Sweden. 
     The harbour city was named Hala Sultan Tekke and 
is believed to date back to 1,400 to 1,300BC, with 
evidence of three layers of occupation, suggesting that 
the city had been razed twice and may have been even 
older. Important buildings were uncovered, together 
with fragments of pottery and the figurine of a female 
goddess. It is believed that the pottery was Mycenaean, 
other finds were of Egyptian origin. The origin of the 
figurine could not be determined but may have been 
produced locally in the Egyptian style. Local White Slip 
pottery was also found, which would have been 
exported back to Greece and Egypt. Probably the most 
important find was that of a haematite cylinder of which 
Professor Fischer is quoted as saying "These are used as 
a kind of stamp and can be put in dye to make a print 
and it is also a kind of identity card for a person". 
Professor Fischer is hoping to return to the site to 
further investigate the city foundations. 
Edited from Cyprus Mail,   August 5, 2011 
 
Final Journey for 8,000-year-old African Canoe 
A precious artifact, known as the Dufuna Canoe, is to 
be permanently housed in a new museum complex, 
located in Damaturu, the Yobe State capital, in Nigeria.  

The canoe is purported to be the oldest in Africa and the 
third oldest in the world. It was found by accident, 
nearly 25 years ago, by a cattle farmer when digging a 
well.  The canoe is dated at approximately 6,000 BCE 
and is 8.4 meters long and double ended. It is being 
prepared for its exhibition by the Nigerian National 
Commission for Museums and Monuments, together 
with a team from the University of Frankfurt, Germany 
and the Centre for Transaharan Studies, University of 
Maiduguri, Nigeria. 
Edited from All africa.com  August 5, 2011 
 
Mystery of First North American Settlers Close 
to Solution 
A combined team from Washington State University 
and the University of British Columbia is currently in 
the process of excavating a settlement attributed to the 
Coast Salish people, located on Galiano Island in 
British Columbia, Canada. The mystery is not how they 
got there (they migrated across the Bering Straits) but 
why they changed from nomads to settlers, 
approximately 2,000 years ago. 
     The team leader, archaeologist Colin Grier from 
Washington State University, believes he is close to an 
answer. Elsewhere in the world, the transition from 
nomad to settler has been triggered by the advent of 
farming. This is not the case on Galiano Island as there 
was an abundance of 'easy' food, such as fish, clams, 
game and wild plants, so agricultural development was 
not pursued. The answer may lie in the growth of the 
population. As with modern society, as population 
grows so food production has to be more organized and 
more intense, so the population really needs to be static. 
Evidence has been found to support this theory, in the 
form of the variety of animal and fish remains found in 
the settlement. 
     There is also evidence of increased wealth as the 
settlement progressed, with personal jewellery and 
status markers, among other things. This was a fairly 
substantial settlement, with 6 main buildings, the largest 
of which could have housed up to 10 families. 
     The excavations have the support of the local 
Penelakut Indian tribe, who believe these early settlers 
were their ancestors. 
Edited from VOA News  August 3, 2011 
 
Syrian City Survived Civilisation Collapse 
The site of Tell Qarqur in northwest Syria was occupied 
for nearly 10,000 years. Archaeologists have 
determined that 4200 years ago, at a time when cities 
and civilizations were collapsing in the Middle East, 
Tell Qarqur actually grew.  "There was widespread 
abandonment of many of the largest archaeological sites 
and ancient cities in the  region and also  large  numbers                                          
of  smaller  sites,"  said  Jesse  Casana,  a  professor  of 
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Archaeology Today 
Syrian City Survived Civilisation Collapse  (cont’d) 
anthropology at the University of Arkansas (USA). At Tell Qarqur and probably at other sites also in the Orontes 
River Valley, settlement continues, and seems to have probably broadened, he adds. 
     Tell Qarqur was occupied between about 8500 BCE and 1350 CE, and only a small portion of the city has been 
excavated.  One of the most interesting finds is a small temple or shrine made out of stone that also dates back 4200 
years. Casana describes it as a small building with a whole series of plastered basins inside. The team also found 
large standing stones, bones from baby sheep, stands used for incense, and figurines.  "At 4200 years ago, there was 
an abrupt climate change, and abrupt drying, and abrupt deflection of the Mediterranean westerly winds that 
transport humid air into the eastern Mediterranean region," says Harvey Weiss of Yale University (USA), reducing 
the annual precipitation across western Asia for about 300 years - somewhere between 30 and 50 percent. The 
intense drought extended nearly globally, Weiss notes. 
     Along with the Mesopotamian and eastern Mediterranean societies that met their demise, Old Kingdom Egypt 
also collapsed. "A different weather system reduced the flow of the Nile River at the same period," Weiss says. 
     Casana cautions that not all scholars are convinced that climate change was the main cause for the abandonment 
of cities in the Middle East, adding that the way people were farming and using the land may also have played an 
important role. "There are other scholars who simply think that the decline of these civilizations, at that time, is 
kind of part and parcel of the story of civilization itself," Casana said. 
     Weiss believes that the Orontes River, on which Tell Qarqur is located, is the key to answering this question, 
pointing out that other archaeological sites on the river - including Qatna and Nasriyah - also appear to have 
prospered during this time. "The Orontes River is fed by a huge underground chamber of water, which is called a 
Karst," Weiss reveals, that continued to flow during this period when rainfall was diminished. 
     There are other questions. Before the collapse, Tell Qarqur was within the sphere of influence of a powerful 
kingdom known as Ebla. That kingdom was destroyed sometime prior to 4200 years ago. This likely changed the 
way the city was governed and managed - something that future excavations may reveal. 
Edited from LiveScience   July 28, 2011 
 

Club News 
Do you attend local stamp shows?  Or national shows?  You can print flyers from our website to leave at the 
“literature” table at the show.  They print 2 per page, to be cut in half.  Only about a dozen per show are necessary.   
     With your dues renewal and the usual questionnaire there is a question about adding Meso-American 
archaeology to our publication.  This would probably be one item per year.  2011 is the Centenary of the re-
discovery of Machu Picchu in Peru by Hiram Bingham, the father of the guy on the U.S.Diplomats stamp that was 
issued in 2006. 
     We are also very short on articles.  What is your specialty in archaeology?  Can you write a few words about it?  
Or give me a list of stamps covering a topic and an idea what it is about and I can put something together.  I’ve 
even published vacations!  Someone went to the Lascaux Caves and described his trip to me – many years later – in 
an article.  Another went to Turkey and made a scrap book illustrated with photos and stamps.  I got 15 pages out 
of the 60 and ran it in two installments.   
     Do you have checklists you would like to share with fellow club members?  We have several on our website.   
What would you like to see?  It’s YOUR publication.  I’m just the editor. 
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From the Web Site: 

 
Have you visited out website recently?   
 
A membership application is available for printing, so is a 
flyer advertising our club.  They print easily for those of you 
attending stamp shows around the country to leave at the 
literature table.  
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